Mitú

Title: Part-Time Project Manager

Location: 1318 E. 7th St, Suite #240, Los Angeles, CA 90021

Job Type: Seasonal (Summer)

Compensation Type: Hourly

Start Date: 7/10/2017          End Date: 8/11/2017

Job Description: The mitú Accelerator 360 Program is a hands-on training, and mentorship program that teaches participants everything involved in the digital communications industry. Our goal is to discover independent and diverse voices who want to work in the digital landscape.

Through the course of the program, participants are exposed to every aspect of the mitú production and business cycle and learn what it takes to develop an idea from concept through production, and release. Mitú brings a Latino point of view to mainstream entertainment, driving cross-cultural reach and engagement across multiple platforms. We create unapologetic entertainment that inspires, elevates, and provokes our audience of multicultural youth.

This fellowship is for youth and young adults aged 18-24 living within the City of Los Angeles who are interested in digital and social media.

Qualifications:

- 18-24 years old
- Must live in the City of Los Angeles
- Must have the right to work in the U.S.


About the Organization: mitú is a digital media company that brings a Latino POV to mainstream entertainment across multiple platforms. Our audience is the 200% - youth who are 100% American and 100% Latino - who inspire us to create authentic, culturally relevant stories. We reach a massive, cross-cultural audience who will soon be the majority of youth in the U.S. Our audience is nearly 100 million people in the US each month, driving over 400 million content views and over 120 million video views monthly. mitú is the leader in connecting brands, content buyers, and creators to Latino youth in America. Our investors include Upfront Ventures, WPP, AwesomenessTV, and Verizon Ventures.

Disclaimer Information: Submission of an application is not a guarantee of employment.